We report measurements of the resistivity , susceptibility , and specific heat C of the alloys ͑Ce 1Ϫx La x ͒ 3 Al. At room temperature these form in the hexagonal Ni 3 Sn structure ͑␣-Ce 3 Al͒; at low temperatures a structural transition to a monoclinic phase occurs for 0рxр0.3 ͑␥-Ce 3 Al͒; and a transition with a similar feature in the resistivity occurs for 0.75Ͻxр1 ͑␥-La 3 Al͒. Crystal fields have strong effects on these measurements: analysis of the specific heat suggests that for Ce 3 Al two excited doublets occur at temperatures T 1cf Ϸ75 K and T 2cf Ϸ130 K above the ground-state doublet, and that these splittings decrease significantly on alloying; this causes a similar decrease in the Curie-Weiss temperature h obtained from the high-temperature susceptibility ϭC/(Tϩ h ). The derivative d/dT of the low-temperature resistivity is negative over a range of temperature for all x (0рxϽ1), which is a characteristic sign of heavy-fermion ͑Kondo͒ behavior; various measures of the Kondo temperature T K , taken from the analysis of , , and C, consistently suggest that T K decreases by an order of magnitude on alloying, from Ϸ10 K for small x to Ϸ1 K for large x. Fits to the low-temperature specific heat which include a lattice contribution, a crystal-field contribution, and an Sϭ1/2 Kondo contribution describe the data well for xϭ0.95; but for 0.3рxр0.82 the specific heat peak is larger and narrower than predicted by Kondo theory and a peak occurs in the resistivity, suggesting that coherence due to magnetic correlations plays a role for these concentrations. For the monoclinic phase, peaks in , , and C indicate antiferromagnetic order, where the Néel temperature decreases with x from its value T N ϭ2.5 K for xϭ0. The specific heat is linear at the lowest temperatures, even in the antiferromagnetic phase, which suggests that the magnetic order coexists with Kondo behavior. ͓S0163-1829͑97͒02309-6͔
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy-fermion behavior is observed 1 in the systems Ce 3 X ͑XϭIn, Sn, Al͒. For Ce 3 Al, the room-temperature phase ͑␣-Ce 3 Al͒ is hexagonal ͑Ni 3 Sn͒ but a structural transition occurs at T s ϭ110 K.
1,2 An initial study 3 using conventional x-ray diffraction found that the low-temperature state also has the Ni 3 Sn structure. However, Rietveld refinement of the structure using high-resolution diffraction data from a spallation neutron source found the low-temperature phase to be monoclinic; 4 the monoclinic structure was confirmed 5 using neutron data from a triple-axis spectrometer. In this ␥-Ce 3 Al phase antiferromagnetic order occurs at T N ϭ2.5 K. [1] [2] [3] For TϾT N the low-temperature resistivity exhibits a negative derivative d/dT; this Kondo effect establishes that the magnetic order occurs at a temperature where heavy-fermion processes are active in removing the spin entropy. A common way to study the resulting interplay between magnetic order and heavy-fermion behavior is through substitution of nonmagnetic La for Ce. Older studies 6, 7 of the resistivity (T) and susceptibility (T) from 2-300 K in the system ͑Ce 1Ϫx La x ͒ 3 Al explored a limited range of alloy concentration (xϽ0.3); these show that the low-temperature structural transition vanishes for xϾ0.2; i.e., T s (x)→0 for 0.2Ͻx Ͻ0. 3 . A study 8 of the specific heat C(T) for 0рxр0.67 and 1.2 K ϽTϽ300 K suggests that the Néel temperature T N initially decreases with x, but then saturates to a value of order 1.5 K.
In this paper we report a more thorough study, wherein , , and C are all measured for a series of alloys spanning the range 0рxр1. The measurements of C(T) and ͑for select compounds͒ of (T) were extended to a lower temperature ͑0.5 K͒ than in the previous studies. In the analysis and discussion we focus on the interplay between structure, crystal fields, magnetic interactions, and the Kondo effect.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Polycrystalline samples of ͑Ce 1Ϫx La x ͒ 3 Al for xϭ0, 0.06, 0.12, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.7, 0.82, 0.95, and 1 were prepared by arc melting the constituent elements in an argon atmosphere. High-purity Ce͑99.99%͒, Al͑99.9999%͒, and La͑99.9%͒ were obtained from the Johnson Matthey Company. To avoid oxidation the cerium was prepared in a pure nitrogen atmosphere. The as-cast samples were then annealed at 200°C for 10 days to eliminate any residual hightemperature cubic ␤-Ce 3 Al phase. X-ray diffraction was performed at room temperature for all x on polished bulk specimens using a rotating anode diffractometer manufactured by Materials Analysis and Characterization. These studies demonstrate that at room temperature the alloys have the Ni 3 Sn structure for all x with no evidence for second phases within the detection limits ͑a few percent͒ of the instrument. The lattice constants vary smoothly with x ͑Fig. 1͒. For Ce 3 Al diffraction measurements on these polished specimens were also measured at low temperature; for both Ce 3 Al and La 3 Al additional studies ͑discussed below͒ at room temperature and low temperature were performed on annealed powders formed by filing the bulk ingots. The specific heat was measured in the range 0.4-60 K using a thermal-relaxation microcalorimeter 9 and samples of approximately 2ϫ2 mm 2 cross section and 0.2 mm thickness. Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility for 1.8ϽTϽ300 K were implemented in a superconducting quantum interference device which was calibrated with a palladium standard prior to the measurements. Resistivity measurements for 1.2ϽTϽ300 K were performed by the standard four-probe method on samples with a rectilinear geometry; for xϭ0.3, 0.7 the lower limit on T was 0.3 K; for xϭ0.3, 0.7 the lower limit on T was 0.3 K. To establish reproducibility, measurements were performed on two batches of samples.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The resistivity of ͑Ce 1Ϫx La x ͒ 3 Al alloys for 0рxр1 as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 2 . The hysteretic structural transition which occurs near T s ϭ110 K for Ce 3 Al gives rise to a nonmonotonic feature in the resistivity. The transition temperature T s decreases rapidly on alloying, and is not visible for xϭ0.5-0.7; but a similar feature in the resistivity is observed for xϭ0.82-1.0. Low-temperature x-ray diffraction on polished and powdered samples of Ce 3 Al exhibited a profile consistent with that expected for the monoclinic phase. 4 The high multiplicity lines of the Ni 3 Sn structure are split in the monoclinic structure; given the resolution and signal-to-noise of the present diffraction experiment, this splitting results in a marked broadening of the x-ray lines and changes in the relative line intensities, consistent with a profile calculated assuming the parameters of Ref. 4 . For La 3 Al, however, the low-temperature profile was identical, within the resolution, to that observed at room temperature. This suggests that either the low-temperature phase of La 3 Al also has the Ni 3 Sn structure, or that the changes in the profile are too subtle to be resolved by ordinary x-ray diffraction. Since an isostructural phase transition seems inconsistent with the observed resistance anomaly ͑Fig. 2͒ we believe that the latter is the case. We plot the temperatures T s in Fig. 3 , with a question mark for the lowtemperature phase of La 3 Al.
For all the alloys with xϽ1, the low-temperature resistivity decreases with increasing temperature over an appreciable interval. This suggests the existence of the Kondo effect, for which the high-temperature contribution to the resistivity should vary 10 as
where J is the Kondo exchange parameter, and ⑀ F is the Fermi energy. In Fig. 4 we plot the magnetic resistivity m (T)ϭ͓͑Ce 1Ϫx La x ͒ 3 Al͔Ϫ͑La 3 Al͒ versus the logarithm of the temperature. Table I it can be seen that the temperature T min of this minimum is also constant ͑T min Ϸ23 K͒ for 0рxр0.3; since T min is often taken as an estimate of the Kondo temperature ͑it is actually an upper limit͒ this also suggests that T K is constant for xр0.3. For larger x both the slope of the resistivity and T min decrease, suggesting that T K decreases for these x.
The resistivity has a maximum at a temperature T max ͑͒Ϸ2-3 K for all xϽ1. For small x this arises from the onset of magnetic order; the maximum occurs at a temperature slightly higher than the Néel temperature T N , since critical fluctuations decrease the scattering even for TϾT N . For larger x, the maximum may represent the onset of coherence in the Ce lattice, as discussed below. The values of T min , T max ͑͒, and T s , are given for the different x in Table I .
The susceptibility (T) for several alloys is shown in Fig.  5 . At high temperatures follows a Curie-Weiss law, (T)ϭC/(Tϩ h ) where the Curie constants are taken as equal that of a free Jϭ5/2 Ce ion ͑Cϭ0.807 emu/mole K͒ and the Weiss temperature h ͑Table II͒ is positive. A positive Weiss temperature reflects demagnetization which can arise from crystal-field effects, the Kondo effect, or antiferromagnetic fluctuations; it can be phenomenologically represented by the formula h ϭaT N ϩbT K ϩcT cf where T cf is the crystal-field splitting and a, b, and c are of order unity. We will show below that the Kondo temperatures ͑5-10 K͒ and Néel temperatures ͑Ͻ2.5 K͒ are nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the Weiss temperatures ͑55-80 K͒; hence the probable origin of the latter is the crystal-field effect. We note that h decreases with x, suggesting that the crystalfield splitting decreases with increasing x.
The low-temperature susceptibility also follows a CurieWeiss law C 1 /(Tϩ 1 ); where C 1 Ϸ0.4 emu/mole Ce K and 1 Ϸ10 K for 0рxр0.3, but for larger x, C 1 increases somewhat and 1 decreases substantially ͑Table II͒. For these temperatures, the susceptibility arises from the lowest crystalfield doublet; the constancy of C 1 for 0рxр0.3 means that the wave function for the doublet, and hence the moment, does not change, even though the splitting does change. Since T N Ϸ2 K Ͻ 1 , the Weiss parameter here measures T K Ϸ10 K for 0рxр0.3. ͑This is only an approximation, because as we discuss below, the cerium atoms on different inequivalent sites in the monoclinic structure can, in principle, have different Kondo temperatures.͒ The smaller 1 at larger x then would reflect a decreasing T K . These conclusions are consistent with those drawn earlier from the resistivity. The low-temperature susceptibility is shown in Fig. 6 . A peak, due to the onset of antiferromagnetic order, is observed at T max ͑͒Ϸ3 K for xϭ0; this temperature ͑Table II͒ decreases with decreasing x until for xу0.2 it is no longer visible for the temperature range ͑TϾ1.8 K͒ of our experiment. As for the resistivity, the susceptibility is decreased above T N due to critical fluctuations, and hence T max ͑͒ϾT N . The data confirms the trend observed for T max ͑͒: T N initially decreases with x. The data of Fig. 6 also give a second way to estimate T K , by using the Bethe-ansatz formula T K ϭC L /(0). 8 For 0рxр0.3 the largest observed values of vary from 0.03-0.04 emu/mole Ce; using these values to estimate ͑0͒ we arrive at the conclusion that T K is approximately constant at 10-13 K for 0рxр0.3 and then reduces to 6 K for xϭ0. 7 . We note that these values of T K are consistent with those given above.
The specific heat per formula unit is shown in Fig. 7 . Sharp peaks in C(T) occur for xϽ0.3 due to the antiferromagnetic order; the temperature of the maximum is the best measure of the Néel temperature. For larger x the peaks are broad, reflecting both the Kondo effect and the onset of coherence ͑i.e., magnetic correlations͒, as discussed below. The Néel temperatures T N and the temperature T max (C) of the maxima for larger x are given in Table III ; T N (x) is plotted in Fig. 3 . We note that T max (C)ϽT max ͑͒ϽT max ͑͒; the difference between the successive temperatures is of order 0.3 K. As discussed above, the difference arises from the effect of critical fluctuations on the resistivity and susceptibility.
In order to analyze this data, we must account for contributions to the specific heat from phonons, crystal fields ͑which for the low crystal symmetry should split the Jϭ5/2 line into three doublets͒, Kondo demagnetization, and magnetic correlations. For xϭ0, we assume a constant Debye temperature D ϭ210 K to generate the phonon contribution C ph (T); we subtract this from the data to obtain the magnetic specific heat C m (T)ϭC(T)ϪC ph (T) ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒. The crystalfield contribution C cf (T) plotted in Fig. 8͑a͒ is that of a Schottky contribution from the doublets with crystal-field splittings T 1cf ϭ75 K and T 2cf ϭ130 K. ͑These values for D , T 1cf , and T 2cf are similar to the values 215, 65, and 130 K, respectively, used in Ref. 5͒. The remaining specific heat yields an integrated entropy of R ln 2 as expected for a ground-state doublet. This remainder reflects both the contribution from the magnetic phase transition and that due to heavy-fermion demagnetization. Since the theoretical func- Table II . tional form for the specific heat under these circumstances is unknown, we adopt an ad hoc procedure. In the monoclinic structure there are six inequivalent cerium sites; 4 we assume that only half ͑three͒ of these sites undergo magnetic order and the other three give a Kondo contribution. Using the Bethe-ansatz results 11 to estimate the Kondo contribution C K (T) we get good agreement for TϾ10 K for choices of T K Ϸ10 K; at lower temperature, the large specific-heat maximum would then be associated with magnetic ordering on the other half of the sites. For xϭ0.2, a similar procedure ͑with D ϭ195 K but with smaller crystal-field splitting, see Table III͒ gives similar results. In the opposite limit of large alloy parameter (xϭ0.95), we use the specific heat of La 3 Al to estimate C ph (T). The data can be fit fairly well ͓Fig. 8͑c͔͒ assuming crystal-field splittings T 1cf ϭ45 K, T 2cf ϭ80 K and a Kondo contribution C K (T) from all ͑100%͒ of the sites with TABLE III. The temperature T max (C) of the maximum of C(T) ͑for xр0.2 this is the Néel temperature T N ͒; the Kondo temperature T K ͑fit͒ ͑for 0рxр0.3, the Kondo contribution is assumed to arise from only half the cerium sites͒, the temperatures of the low-lying crystal-field T 1cf and the high-lying crystal-field T 2cf used in the fits ͑Fig. 8͒ to the low-temperature specific heat; and the T→0 value ␥͑0͒ of the linear coefficient of specific heat ͑Fig. 9͒ and Kondo temperature estimated using T K (␥)ϭR/6␥(0) ͑Ref. 8͒.
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͑K͒ 95 , where C ph is the phonon contribution ͑see text͒. The dashed line is the prediction for C m (T) which is the sum of a Schottky anomaly C cf (T) ͑solid line͒ and a Kondo impurity contribution ͑Ref. 8͒ C K (T) ͑dotted line͒ with crystal-field splittings and Kondo temperatures as given in Table III . The Kondo impurity theory works very well for large x. For small x, C m (T) is dominated by the anomaly due to the antiferromagnetic phase transition for 0ϽTϽ5 K; to fit the data for TϾ10 K, we assume a Kondo contribution from 50% of the sites. For intermediate x ͑e.g., xϭ0.5͒ the low-temperature peak in C m is somewhat sharper than for a Kondo impurity, suggesting that magnetic correlations persist, even in the nonmagnetic ground state. a small value for the Kondo temperature T K ϭ1 K. For xϭ0.5, 0.7, and 0.82, we assume a phonon contribution C ph (T) similar to that of La 3 Al, with crystal-field splittings of order T 1cf Ϸ50 K and T 2cf ϭ80 K and Kondo temperatures of order 2 K. We obtain qualitative agreement with the data ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, but the theory underestimates the data at low temperature ͑1-5 K͒ and overestimates the data for 10ϽT Ͻ20 K.
While such an analysis is not unique, we emphasize that there are several constraints on the procedure. The phonon contributions are reasonable; and after subtraction of the phonon and Schottky contribution, the remaining specific heat gives the expected R ln 2 integrated entropy. For small x the procedure is admittedly ad hoc, but nevertheless the fraction of sites making a Kondo contribution is chosen to give the correct magnitude of total specific heat for TϾ10 K. For xϭ0 and 0.2, the fits for TϾ10 K are not very sensitive to the value chosen ͑12-15 K͒ for the Kondo temperature; however, for significantly smaller T K ͑e.g., 1 K͒ the theory underestimates the specific heat at high temperature. Finally, the values for the crystal-field splittings and Kondo temperatures are similar to those deduced from the susceptibility using the Weiss parameters; in particular T K ͑fit͒Ϸ l and T 1cf Ϸ h . Hence, while the parameters given in Table III have substantial uncertainty, they correctly reflect the trends in the magnitudes of the crystal-field splittings and Kondo temperatures with increasing x.
In Fig. 9 we plot the quantity C m (T)/T versus T 2 for several concentrations. The T→0 linear coefficients ␥͑0͒ deduced from this plot are given in Table III , as well as the single impurity Kondo temperature deduced from the Betheansatz result T K (␥)ϭR/6␥(0), 8 where R is the gas constant. We note that the resulting estimates for the Kondo temperature qualitatively agree with those used in the fits to C m ͑Fig. 8͒. The T→0 specific heat is linear even in the antiferromagnetic state for small x, with ␥͑0͒Ϸ0.2, 0.7, and 0.9 J/mole Ce K 2 for xϭ0, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. The existence of a large linear coefficient of specific heat below T N potentially means that heavy-fermion processes ͑which give a linear behavior͒ may persist in the antiferromagnetically ordered ground state.
IV. DISCUSSION
In agreement with older work, 6, 7 our data shows that the temperature of the structural transition to the monoclinic phase of Ce 3 Al decreases rapidly upon alloying with La. In addition, we show that for xϭ1 ͑La 3 Al͒, 0.95, and 0.82 a phase transition with a similar feature in the resistivity occurs. The low-temperature phase for these x is not monoclinic, however, and the diffraction profiles are similar to those for the hexagonal ͑Ni 3 Sn͒ phase. The structure of the ground state of La 3 Al is an open question.
In Ce 3 Al the temperature T s initially increases on application of pressure at a rate ⌬T s /⌬ PϷ2.5 K/kbar; 1 it decreases on alloying with La at a rate ⌬T s /⌬xϷ3.1 K/at. % ͑Fig. 3͒. The room-temperature cell volume simultaneously increases ͑Fig. 1͒ at a rate ⌬V/V 0 ⌬xϷ8.7ϫ10 Ϫ4 /at. % due to the larger size of the La ion relative Ce. These numbers can be compared by estimating the bulk modulus from the formula Bϭ͑⌬T s /⌬x ͒/͓͑⌬T s /⌬P͒͑⌬V/V 0 ⌬x͔͒Ϸ1400 kbar. This is somewhat larger than expected, which could reflect the fact that the alloy disorder causes ⌬T s /⌬x to be larger than it would be based on chemical pressure alone; i.e., the monoclinic phase is destabilized by alloy disorder as well as by negative pressure. This is consistent with the observation 6 that alloying with either La or Y leads to a suppression of T s , even though the chemical pressures exerted by these solutes have the opposite sign.
An interesting feature of the structural transition is that at xϭ0, T cf ϷT s and the decrease in T s appears to correlate with the initial decrease in the crystal-field splittings, as determined from the fits to the specific heat ͑Table III͒, or from the Weiss parameter h (x) ͑Table II͒. This suggests that the transition to the monoclinic phase occurs when the crystal fields becomes depopulated; as the splitting decreases, the transition occurs at a lower temperature.
The increase in cell volume on alloying with La is also expected to change the Kondo temperature; since La is larger than Ce the negative chemical pressure should decrease the 4 f /conduction electron hybridization and cause the Kondo coupling J, and hence T K , to decrease with increasing x. Over the whole range of x, this is clearly true: the Weiss parameter 1 ͑Table II͒, the low-temperature susceptibility ͑Fig. 6͒, the fits to C m ͑Fig. 8 and Table III͒ and the values of ␥͑0͒ ͑Fig. 9 and Table III͒ all indicate that T K decreases from Ϸ10 K for small x to Ϸ1 K for large x.
The sharp peaks in the specific heat for xϭ0 and 0.2 clearly indicate the onset of antiferromagnetic order. For Table III. larger x the peaks are much broader. For xϭ0.95 the peak in C(T) can be fit assuming it arises from the Kondo effect, with no contribution from magnetic order; for xϭ0.5-0.82 the peak in C(T) has greater magnitude and is sharper than expected for the Kondo effect alone but is much broader and smaller ͑2 J/mole Ce K͒ than for the case of magnetic order. These facts suggest that the maxima in C(T) and (T) which occur near 1-2 K for xϭ0.5-0.95 are not associated with magnetic order but instead reflect both the Kondo effect ͑entirely dominant for xϭ0.95͒ and the magnetic correlations which are expected even in the nonmagnetic heavy fermion ground state; i.e., they represent the onset of ''coherence'' in the Ce lattice. The correlations cause the lowtemperature specific-heat peak to be sharper, and of greater magnitude, than if the Kondo effect alone were operative, and cause a decrease in resistivity for TϽT max ͑͒.
Finally, we discuss whether magnetic order and heavyfermion behavior coexist below T N for 0рxϽ0.3. The evidence for this is as follows. First, at temperatures just larger than T N , the resistivity shows a negative slope and the susceptibility shows demagnetization effects ͑Weiss parameter 1 of order 10 K; reduced value of susceptibility at T N ͒ which indicate that the magnetic order occurs at a temperature where the Kondo effect is strong. Second, the linear coefficient of specific heat has a large value ͑␥͑0͒Ϸ0.2-0.9 J/mole Ce K 2 ͒ for xϭ0 -0.3 even below T N which can be taken as indicating that heavy-fermion behavior persists in the magnetically ordered state. Given the monoclinic symmetry of ␥-Ce 3 Al, one way this might happen is that the magnetic order may only occur on a fraction of the six inequivalent Ce sites, while the remaining sites could be nonmagnetic due to the heavy-fermion processes. This is part of the motivation for the manner in which we have fit the specific heat for small x.
V. CONCLUSION
This work raises several issues concerning the alloy system ͑Ce 1Ϫx La x ͒ 3 Al: the structure of the ground state of La 3 Al; whether the decrease of the structural transition temperature T s on alloying correlates with a decrease in crystalfield splittings; whether the ground state for 0.3рxр0.7 is magnetically ordered, or is a nonmagnetic heavy-fermion state with appreciable magnetic correlations; whether heavyfermion behavior coexists with antiferromagnetic order below T N in the ground state for 0рxр0.3, and if so, whether Ce atoms on only a fraction of the six inequivalent sites in the monoclinic structure undergo order, while the remainder are nonmagnetic due to the Kondo effect. These questions can be answered by a combination of neutron diffraction, to determine the structure of La 3 Al at low temperature and the magnetic order in Ce 3 Al and its alloys for small x, and inelastic neutron scattering to determine the crystal-field splittings and the spin dynamics and thus show directly whether spin fluctuations exist in the ordered phase. Preliminary studies of the magnetic structure of Ce 3 Al are underway. 
